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ABSTRACT 

Aural learning, sometimes called “learning by ear,” is a fundamental mechanism 

of music, connected to musical perception, acquisition, and understanding. Researchers 

have primarily studied aural learning strategies through self-reported data or qualitative 

observations. Because the interaction between a learner and a recording offers a unique 

window into self-guided learning approaches and strategies, the aim of this study was to 

use participants’ interactions with the recordings as a data source. The purpose of this 

study was to investigate how high schoolers aurally learn unfamiliar melodies 

and identify trends that contribute to efficient learning.  

Twenty-nine high-school participants in individual sessions learned three different 

melodies by ear. As participants learned each melody, I used a modified, digital playback 

interface to collect interaction data on three learning constructs from the literature: (a) 

learning chunk length; (b) learning chunk order; and (c) synchronous versus turn-taking. 

Descriptive results showed that participants preferred to learn melodies in one-, two-, 

four-, or eight-measure chunks, and that their use of time learning either in a 

synchronously or turn-taking approach had no relationship to their total learning time. A 

Spearman Rank Order correlation revealed a moderate, inverse relationship between 

average chunk length and total learning time (Rho = -.506, p < .001) suggesting that 

participants who focused on learning larger chunks learned the whole melody faster.  

An analysis of participants’ choice of learning chunk order revealed three general 

approaches to the task. Participants used a “From the Beginning” approach approximately 

14% of the time, characterized by repeatedly starting from the beginning and increasing 

the length of the learning chunk each repetition. Participants used a “Half to Whole” 
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approach approximately 29% of the time, characterized by focusing on half of the melody 

at a time. Finally, participants most frequently used a “Bit by Bit” approach 57% of the 

time, characterized by learning short one- to three-measures chunks progressing from the 

beginning of the melody to the end. Most participants began and ended their learning 

session by listening to the entire melody.  

An ANOVA comparing approaches showed that the “Half to Whole” approach 

was significantly more effective than the “Bit-by-Bit” (F[2,66] = 10.25, p < .001), but 

showed no differences between other approaches. Some participants made notable 

changes in their approach between melodies showing some isolated examples of 

improvement when they chose longer chunks and switched to a “Half to Whole” 

approach. The approaches that emerged from this study provide a foundation for future 

experimental research on the way students best learn from recordings. 
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PROLOGUE 

 

Learning by ear without the aid of notation occupies a unique space in the 

American music education landscape somehow simultaneously encompassing attitudes of 

admiration, awe, dismissiveness, and disdain. A student’s ability to play a song by ear 

might be dismissed by some teachers who fear the student may never learn to sight-read 

if they are allowed to learn by ear, while at the same time being the subject of a viral Tik-

Tok video in which viewers seem to see this skill as some magical ability. My interest in 

conducting research on learning by ear grew out of both a desire to better understand this 

juxtaposition of attitudes as well as an interest in improving my students’ and my own 

ear-playing ability.  

As a practicing musician, I often find a recording of a tune or composition 

unattached to accessible sheet music. Whether a variation of a fiddle tune that no one 

ever bothered to write down, a friend’s song documented only as a voice memo, or a pop 

song without a reliable transcription, I have increasingly preferred to learn directly from a 

recording rather than mediated through notation. In doing so I have discovered two 

valuable aspects of an aural approach. First, listening to a recording provides vastly more 

information than reading the dots on a page. Performance details too subtle to notate, 

such as phrasing, groove, intonation, tone, and timing, are baked into every recording.  

Even when listening only for the notes and rhythms, subtleties of the performance are 

always present, leaking into my own learning and playing. Second, I have found I better 

remember music I learned by ear. I have played some movements of the Bach cello suites 

perhaps hundreds of times from notation but could barely play the first few bars if asked 

today. In contrast, some fiddle tunes that I learned by ear and played only a handful of 
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times several years ago remain etched in my memory. I doubt I am unique in 

experiencing this difference and hope to conduct future research in this area.  

While I prefer learning by ear in some contexts, I see great value in maintaining 

strong sight-reading abilities. A pit musician for a musical or opera, for example, would 

rightly never choose to learn several hours of music all by ear, instead relying on the 

tradition of notation to remind and guide them through the performance. In planning the 

current study, I purposely avoided using an experimental research design that compared 

aural- and notation-based learning in part because many researchers have already 

explored this area, but also because I hoped to avoid pitting one approach against the 

other or coming to some conclusion about which is most effective. I learn and teach using 

both recordings and notation as sources and see value in both. I frequently meet 

classically trained musicians who struggle to play anything without the aid of notation or 

conversely, other musicians who can only play by ear and may have no use for written 

music. I see both as potentially limiting and encourage those proficient in one method to 

explore learning via the other as a means of expanding one’s musical capacities and 

skills. I hope the results of this study provide insight for musicians and teachers across 

this spectrum.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED RESEARCH 

Aural learning or learning by ear is a fundamental approach to musical 

acquisition. Throughout history musicians shared songs, tunes, and musical ideas by 

listening and copying others’ performances. Only after the standardization of Western 

notation did musicians need to make a distinction between learning from a score or 

learning by ear. Even since the adoption of notation in many musical traditions, the 

process of aural acquisition has remained the primary method of transmitting music for 

many musicians around the world (Small, 1998). Rather than a trait of a particular style, 

genre, or music era, learning by ear is a practice that has molded and impacted all music 

across time and culture (Jeffery, 1992).  

With the prominence of recorded music both in and outside the music classroom, 

students are likely increasingly learning from recordings as much or even more than from 

teachers. New opportunities and challenges have emerged for music educators as students 

use recordings alongside, or in place of, written scores. While researchers have 

investigated the learning-by-ear process in both formal (e.g., Musco, 2009) and informal 

(e.g., Green, 2008) learning settings, no study has quantitatively examined how students 

independently learn from recordings. In the current study, a quantitative analysis of the 

interactions between instrumentalists and recordings provides insight into both individual 

trends in learning and potential best practices for formal learning settings. The purpose of 

this study was to investigate how high schoolers aurally learn unfamiliar melodies and to 

identify trends that contribute to efficient learning. 
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Playing or Learning by Ear? 

Much of the literature on this topic uses the term “playing by ear” defined by 

McPherson (2005, p.10) as a performance of a particular piece without the aid of 

notation. Musco (2009) clarified McPherson’s definition to differentiate “rote learning,” 

which might include a teacher’s verbal or visual hints, from “playing by ear” which is a 

purely aural process. Participants in my study engaged in a purely aural process without 

the aid of a teacher or any visual or verbal direction; I thus avoided the use of “rote 

learning.”  

Most musicians could easily explain the difference between playing a song and 

learning a song, but the literature on aural learning has consistently relied on the term 

“playing by ear” to refer to both a performance practice and means of musical 

acquisition. Instead of using the term “playing by ear,” I chose to use “learning by ear” in 

part because as Priest (1989) asserts, even performers using notation may be playing by 

ear, but more importantly, the term “learning by ear” emphasizes the acquisition process 

over any particular performance. I thus define “learning by ear” as any sequence of 

learning actions that begins with a musician aurally encountering an unfamiliar melody, 

and—without the aid of notation or visual modeling—ends with a recognizable 

performance of that melody. My use of “learning by ear” also reflects the philosophical 

approach to this research on music learning that focuses on the process (what students 

chose to do while learning) rather than the product (how well a student performed at the 

end).     
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Relationships Between Learning by Ear and Other Skills 

The need to differentiate learning by ear from the formal practice of learning from 

notation reveals a Western-centric bias prominent in much of the discourse and research 

on music teaching and learning (Lilliestam, 1996). This bias is apparent in the literature 

in that much of the research published on learning or playing by ear has sought to identify 

statistically significant relationships between ear playing ability and other more 

formalized musical skills. The unspoken bias being that learning by ear is only valuable 

insofar as it may improve other musical skills. Regardless, this part of the literature may 

help to dispel misconceptions about learning by ear and establish it as a valuable tool for 

skeptical instrumental teachers.  

Researchers have frequently used experimental and correlation designs when 

studying learning by ear. In experimental studies, researchers have compared two 

contrasting approaches, aural- versus notation-based teaching methods, in experimental 

and control groups (e.g., Baker & Green, 2013; Sperti, 1971) comparing outcomes on a 

post-test of a related skill such as sight-reading or prepared performance. In correlational 

studies, researchers have measured two or more related skills within subjects, 

highlighting how sight-reading, performance of prepared pieces, memorization, 

improvisation, and general aural skills relate to each other (e.g., McPherson et al., 1997).       

Sperti (1971) taught and compared control and experimental groups of 27 fourth-

grade clarinet students each. The experimental group used an adapted Suzuki method 

emphasizing listening and rote teaching, while the control group emphasized listening 

and music reading from a beginning clarinet book. After 32 weeks of instruction, three 
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judges scored both groups on the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale. Results showed 

statistically higher scores in the experimental group (p < .01).  

Musco (2009) also used an experimental design to compare two groups of middle 

school wind students’ (n = 28) ear-playing and sight-reading ability before and after four 

weeks of either aural- or notation-based instruction. Unlike other similar studies, Musco 

included both familiar (Bb major) and unfamiliar (Db and G major) keys in both the 

treatment instruction and post-test measures. While participants were encouraged to play 

in tempo and with accurate rhythms, Musco scored only pitch accuracy. Results indicated 

that students in the experimental group improved in playing by ear in unfamiliar keys (p 

< .01), but not in the familiar key, while the control group showed no improvement in 

any key. Both groups showed significant improvement in sight-reading in all keys (p < 

.01). In a survey of attitude, only the experimental group expressed perceived self-

improvement, specifically in unfamiliar keys. Musco’s results added to evidence from 

previous studies (Bernhard, 2004, 2006; Luce, 1965; Sperti, 1971) that have shown the 

positive effects of playing by ear on sight-reading. Musco’s results suggested that playing 

by ear may be beneficial when introducing new keys to beginner and intermediate 

instrumentalists.  

Bernhard (2004) also measured differences in sight-reading ability between an 

experimental group (n = 21) and control group (n = 21) of sixth grade band students after 

ten weeks of instruction using either an aural-based or notation-based approach. Unlike 

Musco (2009), Bernhard (2004) found no statistical differences, positive or negative, in 

sight-reading ability (p > .05), but did find significant differences in melodic ear playing 

ability (p < .001). Thus, Bernhard concluded that teachers can safely use ear playing 
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instruction without fear of negatively impacting sight-reading ability. Five months after 

the initial data collection Bernhard (2006) retested participants, all of whom had returned 

to traditional, notation-based instruction. Using the same measures as the original study, 

Bernhard found that differences remained between the two groups (p < .05) but failed to 

find significant differences within subjects over the five-month period (p > .05). Based on 

these data, Bernhard concluded that students who received aural-based instruction during 

the initial study showed losses in ear playing ability when they returned to traditional 

instruction, while students who initially received notation-based instruction showed 

moderate increases in ear playing ability.  

Other researchers have used experimental designs to compare the effects of aural 

or notation-based learning on the performance of prepared pieces. Baker and Green 

(2013) found that instrumental students aged 10 to 14 who learned with ear-playing 

methods outperformed their control counterparts on five performance measures: “Pitch,” 

“Rhythm,” “Contour,” “Tempo,” and “Closure.” Haston (2016) similarly compared two 

groups of ten elementary wind instrumentalists, a control group that learned with a visual 

emphasis and an experimental group that learned through aural emphasis. The aural 

learners performed better on a posttest using the Watkins Farnum Performance Scale, 

although not significantly, perhaps due to the small sample size.  

Rather than comparing two approaches to learning between groups, other 

researchers have measured correlations between ear playing ability and other skills in 

within-subjects designs. Such research designs emphasize the way aural learning and 

notational learning complement each other. For example, Luce (1965) had 98 high school 

orchestral instrumentalists sight-read eight, eight-measure passages and play six, two-
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measure passages by ear in keys determined to be accessible for each instrument, scoring 

participants by counting pitch and rhythm errors. A Pearson correlation revealed a 

positive relationship (r = .50) between sight-reading and playing by ear. Based on these 

results, Luce suggested that teachers increase their focus on playing by ear while 

continuing to teach sight-reading skills.  

McPherson (1995, 1997, 2005) studied relationships among a variety of musical 

skills including playing rehearsed music, sight-reading, playing from memory, playing by 

ear, and improvising. In the 1995 study McPherson found that in a sample of 101 high 

school clarinet and trumpet players, playing by ear was significantly correlated (p < .01) 

with sight-reading (r = .67), playing from memory (r = .64), performing rehearsed music 

(r = .64), and improvising (r = .77). In a related three-year longitudinal study McPherson 

(1997) took pre- and post-measurements of playing by ear, playing from memory, 

improvising, and mentally rehearsing in a sample of 43 intermediate clarinet and trumpet 

players showing significant improvement in all skill areas. Participants also responded to 

survey questions regarding the frequency of practicing each skill and reported large 

increases in playing by ear despite no participants reporting being taught by their teacher 

to play by ear. McPherson suggests that musical abilities based on aural learning like 

playing by ear and improvising might thus occur informally outside of instrumental 

lessons.  

Results from these studies show a complex relationship between ear playing 

ability and other musical skills. When researchers employed within-subjects correlation 

designs, ear playing ability was often an indicator of stronger sight-reading and 

performance ability (Luce 1965; McPherson, 1995). When tested via experimental 
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designs employing treatments of either aural- or notation- based instruction, participants 

in the aural group consistently improved in performance ability (Baker & Green, 2013; 

Haston, 2016; Sperti, 1971), but showed mixed improvement in sight-reading ability 

(Bernhard, 2004, 2006; Musco, 2009). Taken as a whole, the results of these studies 

suggest that learning by ear improves performance and aural ability. While being 

positively correlated with sight-reading ability, learning by ear may or may not 

independently contribute to the development of students’ sight-reading ability.          

 Despite this evidence of the benefits of learning by ear, attitudes about playing by 

ear have often been divided (Lilliestam, 1996). Musco (2010) described some of the 

common controversies and misconceptions about learning by ear in formal music 

education settings. Teachers have expressed concerns that (a) students may not learn to 

read notation if they are allowed to play by ear; (b) learning by ear can be difficult in 

large ensemble rehearsals; (c) teachers often lack the ability to play by ear; and (d) 

teachers still lack an understanding of best practices for teaching and learning by ear 

(Musco, 2010). The literature below, as well as the current study, address this final 

concern and provide a better theoretical understanding of the process of learning by ear.   

Beyond the performance-centered benefits of learning by ear described above, 

students who participate in aural-based instruction also show signs of increased self-

confidence and self-efficacy. Varvarigou (2014) observed and interviewed 15 private 

instrumental teachers and their 75 students. Teachers reported that when they taught with 

an aural emphasis rather than a notational emphasis, students gained confidence, enjoyed 

learning, listened with expectation, were more aware of dynamics and phrasing, and 

developed improvisational skills. Adult learners reported similar gains in self-efficacy in 
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a survey study of adult, amateur wind instrumentalists (Hartz & Bauer, 2016). After eight 

weeks of learning-by-ear activities participants reported greater self-efficacy in 

performing by ear, improvising, technical ability, composing, and listening with 

understanding.    

Qualitative Inquiry of Aural Learning 

To better understand the process of learning by ear, researchers have conducted 

exploratory and descriptive studies with jazz (Johansen, 2013), blues and rock 

(Lilliestam, 1996), and popular musicians (Green, 2002). Johansen (2013) interviewed 13 

Norwegian and Swedish jazz students on the topic of learning from recordings. 

Participant-students were likely to use recordings in one of three modes: (a) detail-

oriented copying, (b) concept-oriented copying, or (c) improvising along with the 

recording. The detail-oriented copying mode was characterized by a focus on the notes 

and rhythms of a particular recording, but also included one student who, when faced 

with a melody buried in a complex texture, used the harmonic implications of the 

surrounding phrase and accompaniment to decipher the melody. The concept-oriented 

copying mode focused on replicating more generic aspects of a recording such as style or 

feel. The improvising-along-with mode was the freest characterized by focusing on 

reacting to a recording while improvising new material. Johansen’s methodical analysis 

of individual students’ learning strategies has quantitative parallels with the goals of the 

current study. Using quantitative data collection, this study was designed to generate 

individual and aggregated learning profiles based on participants’ interactions with 

recordings.       
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Lilliestam’s research on playing by ear included original and pre-existing 

interviews of many well-known blues and rock musicians. He described learning by ear 

as a type of tacit knowledge, knowledge that cannot be expressed in words, that relies on 

background knowledge, or that is not recognized as formal knowledge. Despite inherent 

challenges in writing about a phenomenon that cannot be described in words, Lilliestam 

outlined the challenges musicians experience when moving between notation-based and 

oral-based traditions or when attempting to connect theoretical concepts such as chords or 

scales with instrumental experience.  Blues and rock musicians were often 

disenfranchised in their formal music education, pushing them to form self-guided 

learning methods centered on recordings. Like other oral traditions, blues and rock 

musicians experienced an overlap of learning and creative processes in which learning a 

repertoire of music sparked original compositions. Lilliestam did not address the 

procedural details of the interaction between recording and musical learner but called on 

future researchers to address the lack of “systematic knowledge” (p. 213) in the field of 

learning by ear. 

Green (2002) studied how popular musicians learn from each other and 

recordings in social settings outside of school. Through extensive interviews with British 

popular musicians, Green found that the overriding learning practice for these musicians 

included listening and copying recordings, often in a “purposive” method with repeated 

listening to the same song or passage. Despite the prominence of this learning technique, 

Green noted that participants struggled to put these practices into words or did not always 

regard them as a legitimate musical practice. Because musical listening overlaps in 

different ways with musical learning, Green suggested that the learning practices of 
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popular musicians range from “unconscious” or “just listening” to “conscious” or 

“purposive listening.”  

While Green’s findings in the 2002 study remain invaluable, musician-

participants’ self-reported descriptions of their own learning are inherently prone to 

participant bias or unconscious error. In contrast, Green (2010) directly observed the 

styles and strategies of a small sample of young instrumentalists, aged 10 to 17, learning 

both classical and popular music by ear. Based on a qualitative analysis, she proposed 

four aural learning styles: the “impulsive,” the “shot-in-the-dark,” the “practical,” and the 

“theoretical” styles. Green categorized roughly half (seven out of fifteen) of the 

participants as employing “shot-in-the-dark” strategies in which they seemed to choose 

notes at random, sometimes not recognizing when they landed on a correct note. Green 

categorized five of the fifteen participants as using a “practical” strategy in which they 

might play a scale until finding a note that matched the melody or dwell on a small group 

of notes before moving on to the rest of the melody. Green categorized two students as 

using a “theoretical” style characterized by a verbal description of their mental process 

and hesitation to start playing their instrument. The final participant was categorized as 

“impulsive,” a learning style unlike any other participant. This participant chose to begin 

playing immediately with little to no regard as to whether his notes matched the 

recording. Green noted that while he struggled to find the correct notes, he was able to 

accurately replicate the rhythm of the target melody.          

In the current study, my goal was to examine in quantitative terms how a student 

who might be categorized by Green as “theoretical” or “practical” chooses to learn. The 

most notable difference between Green (2010) and the current study is the lack of a 
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teacher in the room. Green acted as a teacher/observer in lessons and guided students 

through the aural learning process, whereas this study was designed to focus on students’ 

self-guided learning strategies. Quantitative data collection for the current study was 

based on participants’ interaction with a recording playback interface as a proxy for 

learning preference rather than the observational data central to Green’s work.  

The qualitative literature on aural learning shows a consistent use of copying from 

recordings as a prominent learning tool in a variety of settings and musical styles. Paired 

with quantitative findings on the relationship between aural learning and other skills, 

teachers and researchers now recognize both the means and the ends of learning by ear. 

By overlaying research on general learning and working memory, researchers are moving 

toward an over-arching theoretical model for understanding the mechanism employed in 

the aural learning process. 

Theoretical Models of Learning by Ear 

 

Quantitative and qualitative research on playing by ear has led to generalized 

theoretical models. Woody (2019) proposed a model based on three cognitive 

mechanisms: goal imaging, in which a musician creates a mental representation of the 

target melody; motor production, in which the imagined aural goal is transformed into 

physical actions; and self-monitoring, in which a performance is compared to the initial 

goal image and adjusted as needed. During the process of learning a melody by ear, a 

musician may move between or overlap these three mechanisms while listening to a 

recording or live model, attempting to play some or all of the melody while making 

adjustments.  
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During goal imaging, musicians encode parts of a melody in their working 

memory, sometimes called short-term memory. Berz (1995) proposed a model of musical 

working memory that includes a phonemic loop in which recently heard pitches can be 

stored and manipulated. The capacity of this phonemic loop remains disputed but ranges 

from around seven notes (Miller, 1956; Pembrook, 1986) to as many as 15 notes (Long, 

1977) or 0.5 to five seconds (Godøy, 2008). Various factors may influence the capacity 

of the phonemic loop including retroactive interference, false encoding, and chunking 

ability. Karpinski (2000) described retroactive interference as the problem of the latter 

part of a melody interfering with the encoding or recall of the first part. False encoding 

occurs when a musician misremembers a portion of a melody. Buonviri (2015) and 

Pembrook (1986) found that attempts to sing or subvocalize a melody before it had been 

adequately encoded can create these false memories. Sloboda (2005) observed the same 

phenomena when asking non-musicians to repeatedly recall melodies after each of 

multiple hearings. Rather than improving with each repetition, participants were more 

likely to solidify mistakes made in the first singing.  

             To increase the capacity of the phonemic loop, Berz (1995) suggested that 

musicians rely on previously learned melodic patterns and syntax rules stored in long-

term memory to chunk a melody into smaller, more meaningful sections. Chunking is the 

ability to group single units of data into larger, meaningful sets of information (Miller, 

1956; Neath, 1998) and has been widely studied in both musical (e.g., Hestermann et al., 

2019; Pike & Carter, 2010) and non-musical contexts (Cowen, 2016). Musicians with 

more ear-playing experience more easily chunk melodies into harmonic functions 
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(Woody, 2019) but even musicians with less ear-playing experience can improve their 

chunking ability with practice (Hestermann et al., 2019).  

 As a musician creates a goal image of part or all of a melody, they begin to 

translate it into motor production, the physical movements required to play the goal 

melody on an instrument. The motor production that occurs when a musician reads from 

notation differs from when they learn from an aural model and is highly dependent on 

their experience working in aural-only or improvisational settings (Harris, van 

Kranenburg, & de Jong, 2016). Musicians who excel at creating accurate motor 

production based on an aural image often describe the ability to feel a melody in their 

fingers without conscious effort (McPherson & Gabrielsson, 2002), but the research on 

the development of this skill is still limited. 

Assuming that auditory feedback is present during motor production, musicians 

will begin to immediately move to self-monitoring. While looping between motor 

production and self-monitoring, musicians utilize some amount of motor imagery, a 

mechanism not included in Woody’s 2019 model, but addressed by Brown and Palmer 

(2013). In their experimental study, pianists both learned and recalled melodies in motor, 

auditory, and combined conditions as well as with motor and auditory interference. 

Results suggested that both auditory and motor imagery improved pitch accuracy and that 

auditory imagery decreased vulnerability to interference. The interaction between 

encoding during goal imaging and motor production is unique to learning by ear where a 

learner often engages in motor production before having the melody completely aurally 

memorized or encoded. Godøy (2008) suggested that pairing sounds and movement 

affects not only music perception but also cognition and memory suggesting that goal 
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imaging and motor production may be recursive and overlapping processes when 

learning by ear.      

Interactions with Recordings 

As musicians learn a novel melody by ear, they interact with the sounds of other 

musicians or a recording. Changes in recording technologies over the past century have 

drastically changed the way music is created, shared, and learned (Katz, 2010). As 

recordings have become increasingly accessible, musicians have reported using them 

more frequently in their self-guided practice (Volioti & Williamon, 2020), although uses 

of recordings differ among genres including jazz (Johansen, 2013), classical (Creech et 

al., 2008), folk (McKinnon, 1989) and popular (Green, 2002) music.  

Volioti and Williamon (2017) surveyed professional and university-level student-

musicians on their attitudes about using recordings in preparation for a performance. 

Student-musicians were more likely to use recordings than professionals and more likely 

to change their interpretation after listening to recordings. While Volioti and Williamon 

acknowledged differing uses of recordings between popular/jazz and classical musicians 

in the literature, their survey was targeted at classical musicians and did not address the 

process of learning by ear without the aid of a score. A follow-up qualitative study 

(Volioti &Williamon, 2020), also focusing on classical musicians, found that only one of 

130 participants described using a recording instead of a score to learn a piece of music. 

Instead, participants overwhelmingly used recordings only to inform expressive 

interpretations of pieces learned from a written score.   

Given the omnipresence of recordings, most aural learning in the 21st century will 

include interactions with recordings or what Maslen (2019) refers to as “imagined 
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others.” Learning by ear from an “imagined other” differs from learning from a live 

musician in several notable ways (Lilliestam, 1996). A learner may experience a different 

social dynamic when interacting with a recording, as compared to a live musician or 

teacher. Green (2008), for example, found that students learning informally from a 

recording viewed the recording as a more authentic source than their teacher. At the same 

time, popular musicians interviewed by Green (2002) perceived learning from a 

recording as such a contrast to their formal music education as to not even consider it a 

real learning strategy, at times finding the process difficult to put into words.      

Beyond the differences in social dynamics, listening to a recording affords certain 

technical advantages and drawbacks for aural learning (Lilliestam, 1996). The learner can 

stop, start, loop certain sections, or in the case of many playback interfaces, adjust the 

playback speed. The freedom to control the playback of a melody is at the core of the 

methodological approach of the current study. Rather than using a student’s performance 

as the primary source of data, this study used a log of interaction data from the interface 

as the primary source of data. Such an approach to data collection may be novel to music 

education research but has been explored in other fields. Imler and Eichelberger (2011), 

for example, collected data from university students’ use of a library catalog search via 

screen-capture technology. By using screen-capture or recording keystrokes and clicks 

researchers and teachers can take advantage of a non-invasive means to collect data on 

interactions between users and digital tools. It is now common practice for information 

technology companies to use individual user data to optimize internet tools often in 

pursuit of more sales or views. With the increasing use of online learning platforms 
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music educators and educational software developers might also harness such data, but 

with the goal of improving teaching and learning.   

Learning Constructs Related to this Study 

Based on the literature, I have identified three major learning constructs that may 

reveal trends or approaches to the way a student interacts with a recording when learning 

by ear: (a) synchronous versus turn-taking learning, a participant’s choice to play with or 

in response to a recording, (b) learning chunk length, the length of each chunk a 

participant chooses to listen to while learning each melody, and (c) learning chunk order, 

the order of parts of the melody participants choose to listen to while learning each 

melody.      

Learning Chunk Length 

When learning novel melodies, many musicians consciously or unconsciously 

balance small sections of more focused practice with longer or whole-melody practice. 

Part of the focus of this study is to examine the interaction between the length of a 

learning phrase and participants’ ability to learn the entire melody. At one extreme, one 

might learn a melody note-by-note, eliminating retroactive interference, but making it 

more difficult to assemble meaningful chunks. As learning phrases increase from one 

note to small groups, retroactive interference becomes more of a challenge, but chunking 

becomes more possible. At some point, the learning phrase will exceed the limits of the 

learner’s phonemic loop and chunking ability, making the learning less efficient. Thus, 

the optimal length is where one’s chunking ability matches the learning phrase length 

without resulting in retroactive interference. 
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Researchers considering the balance between whole and parts have found that 

attention to the whole is most effective in musical learning. In an early study, Brown 

(1928) compared three learning conditions: whole, parts, and combined. Participants 

were observed practicing nine notated piano pieces (12-32 measures in length), organized 

in groups of three melodies, what Brown refers to as “units,” counterbalanced in different 

conditions. In the “whole” condition, participants practiced the entire piece without 

stopping or repeating any parts. In the “parts” condition, participants repeated 

predetermined chunks, not moving on until each chunk was completely learned. In the 

“combined” condition, participants played through the entire melody but were asked to 

stop and repeat sections that were played incorrectly. Brown’s analysis compared only 

groups of melodies or “units” and showed that in two of the three units, the “whole” 

method produced the fewest numbers of mistakes per melody. With regards to the speed 

at which participants improved, Brown found that while the “whole” condition was more 

effective for some melodies, other melodies showed very similar results among 

conditions. Brown suggested that the nature and difficulty of the melody had a greater 

influence than the learning condition for some melodies. While this study included 

learning from notation rather than by ear, Brown’s focus on the relationship between 

parts and the whole remains relevant to the current study. If the trends observed by 

Brown remained true for the current study, I would expect to find that participants who 

chose to focus on learning the entire melody would learn most efficiently.        

Learning Chunk Order 

Beyond just length, this study examined the order of chunks or which parts of the 

melody participants chose to work on and in what order. Wong et al. (2021) tested the 
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interleaving effect, a technique of mixing together various concepts or items during a 

single learning session. In a within-subjects experimental design with novice musician-

participants, Wong et al. taught some melodic intervals in a block order, repeating a 

single interval multiple times, and others in an interleaving order, moving from one 

interval to the next with little or no repetition. In corroboration with previous research on 

the interleaving effect, Wong et al. found that participants learned intervals more 

accurately when they were presented in an interleaving order than in block order 

suggesting that students learn best if they move quickly between items without back-to-

back repetitions. If this trend held true in the current study, a reasonable hypothesis 

would be that participants who move quickly between parts of a melody learn more 

efficiently and robustly than those who repeat a single section, not moving on until they 

master it.  

Abushanab and Bishara (2013) also tested the efficacy of blocked versus random-

order practice but using whole melodies rather than melodic intervals. Results were 

mixed showing block learning to be most effective in the initial learning session and 

interleaving learning most effective in a second session two days later. Despite the 

effectiveness of interleaving in the second session, participants consistently expressed a 

personal preference for block learning.  

Synchronous Versus Turn-Taking Learning Strategies 

When musicians learn from recordings, they might play with the recording 

(synchronous strategy), echo the recording (turn-taking strategy), or some combination of 

both. Schiavio(2020) measured the success of novice musicians learning simple three-

note melodies either synchronously, turn-taking, or in imitation (listening without playing 
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to the entire melody and then attempting to play it back). Participants performed both 

pitches and rhythm more accurately in the synchronous and turn-taking conditions. While 

these results did not clarify the difference between whole and part learning, they 

suggested that playing with a recording or echoing short segments is more advantageous 

than listening to the entire recording before attempting to play the target melody. When 

learning in the turn-taking condition, participants focused on learning chunks that more 

closely aligned with the limitations of their phonemic loop (Berz, 1995), resulting in 

more effective learning. When presented with the entire target melody, participants likely 

exceeded the capacity of their phonemic loop and struggled with retroactive interference 

as the later parts of the melody played over their attempts to create an aural image. In the 

synchronous condition, participants were able to begin to establish some kinesthetic 

image by playing with the recording while also engaging in self-monitoring by 

comparing their performance with the recording. The results from Schiavio et al. (2020) 

suggest that synchronous and turn-taking approaches are equally effective when learning 

without notation.  

The synchronous and turn-taking approaches described above both imply the use 

of an instrument throughout the learning session, but not all musicians prefer learning 

with an instrument. McPherson (1997) interviewed participants about their strategies for 

learning by ear. Using a qualitative coding process, he categorized participants’ 

description into three large categories of learning strategies: independent of an instrument 

without singing (23%), independent of an instrument with some “inward singing” (28%), 

or most common, with the assistance of an instrument (49%) (p. 68). McPherson draws 
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no conclusion on the efficacy of these strategies, but inward singing described by these 

participants may reflect the goal imagining process of Woody’s three-part model (2019).    

Based on these three learning constructs, synchronous versus turn-taking, learning 

chunk length, and learning chunk order, I measured habits and trends in high school 

instrumentalists’ approaches to learning music by ear. The purpose of this study was to 

investigate how high schoolers aurally learn unfamiliar melodies and to identify trends 

that contribute to efficient learning. My research questions were: 

1. What length of melodic chunks do learners prefer? 

2. What order of melodic chunks do learners prefer? 

3. How do learners balance synchronous and turn-taking learning styles? 

4. How does each learning construct contribute to total learning efficiency? 
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CHAPTER 2. METHOD 

 Participants in this study individually learned three melodies in an independent 

practice session using a playback interface designed to log their interactions with the 

recording. Learning sessions were capped at 30 minutes, ten minutes per melody, but 

participants were free to move on when they felt they had completely learned a melody. 

Data generated by the playback interface were analyzed to identify trends in participants’ 

approaches to learning each melody.  

Participants   

I recruited high school students aged 12-19 from three music programs in the 

Philadelphia region, two community music schools and one private high school. I initially 

contacted program directors to gauge the possibility of cooperation and subsequently 

received letters of cooperation as well as university IRB approval to work with students 

aged 12 to 19.  

Using G*Power 3.1, I calculated that to detect a moderate effect size (r = 0.5) 

with a power of 0.8, I would need 29 participants. Thus, my goal was to recruit 

approximately ten participants from each community organization. After the IRB 

approval process (see Appendix D for IRB letter of approval), I coordinated with 

program coordinators to compile a list of emails for students that met the age requirement 

and sent out a recruiting email (see Appendix A). I contacted potential participants and 

guardians with the IRB approved consent forms and arranged a time to meet with 

participants to collect data. For the convenience of participants, I collected data at the 

location of the community music organization or school at times before or after 
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scheduled lessons or ensembles. A list of the participants and demographic descriptors is 

presented in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1.  

 

Participants’ Age, Instrument, and Years of Study 

 

Participant Number Age  Instrument Years of Study 

1 16 Bassoon 3 

2 14 Oboe 3 

3 17 Trombone 9 

4 13 Piano 6 

5 15 Violin 10 

6 16 Cello 5 

7 17 Violin 7 

8 12 Piano 5 

9 13 Piano 7 

10 14 Violin 6 

11 17 Trumpet 5 

12 15 Violin 7 

13 13 Violin 7 

14 12 Piano 7 

15 13 Cello 5 

16 12 Cello 5 

17 14 Piano 8 

18 16 Trumpet 11 

19 17 Saxophone 6 

20 17 Piano 7 

21 18 Piano 5 

22 18 Saxophone 7 

23 16 Piano 10 

24 16 Clarinet 6 

25 18 Flute 6 

26 19 Piano 11 

27 18 Piano 5 

28 15 Violin 12 

29 18 Oboe 6 

 M = 15.48  M = 6.79 
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Learning Interface 

Audio playback interfaces commonly feature a play/pause button and progress bar 

that shows the location of playback. For example, the YouTube™ playback interface 

allows users to start and stop a recording and drag a dot along a progress bar to move to 

various places in the recording, as indicated in seconds. Given the prominence of this 

style of interface, I designed a similar tool in MAX/MSP (Puckette & Zicarello, 2004) 

with three important adaptations. First, rather than showing progress in seconds, I 

designed the interface to be divided into one-measure units allowing participants to 

precisely choose a natural, musical location to start and stop each playback chunk. Thus, 

participants had eight possible starting and stopping locations that corresponded with the 

beginning of each measure. Second, participants could click and drag across one or more 

measures choosing both a starting and stopping location. This adaptation ensured that the 

stopping point was intentional and accurately measured and not affected by the time it 

took a participant to put down their instrument and press the stop button. Finally, a four-

beat count was automatically added before any playback to both establish the tempo (120 

BMP) and to give participants enough time to move from the computer mouse to their 

instruments. Figure 2.1 shows the learning interface with measures two to five selected 

for playback.    
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Figure 2.1. Learning Interface. Participants could click and drag within the black area to 

select measures for playback (measures two to five are shown here). Pressing the green 

button played the selected measures. 

 

Melodies 

 I designed the melodies for this study to be as similar as possible as to reduce the 

chance of an interaction between the melody and other variables, while remaining 

different enough to prevent a practice effect. Because both rhythm and harmony 

contribute to musicians’ ability to chunk sections, I wrote melodies that uniformly 

changed their harmonic function every measure, starting and ending on a tonic function, 

but using different combinations of tonic, sub-dominant, dominant, and sub-mediat 

functions in the middle six measures. I reused rhythmic ideas in unique orders across all 

three melodies to ensure rhythm was not a factor between melodies and I limited melodic 

leaps to a perfect fifth. I transposed each melody to an accessible key for each instrument 

(Luce, 1965). String players learned the melodies in D major, keyboard players in C 

major, and wind players in Bb. A colleague who specializes in wind instruments 
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reviewed each melody to ensure that they were idiomatically accessible for woodwind 

and brass players. She suggested including a higher octave option for flute and oboe 

players but agreed that the melodies would be accessible for high-school-aged students. 

All three test melodies can be found in Appendix C.    

Pilot Study 

Prior to collecting data for the main study, I piloted the measurement tool and one 

test melody with five volunteers. I recruited undergraduate students to ensure the tools 

successfully recorded their interactions with the interface and to gauge the difficulty of 

the melodies I planned to use in the main study. While the pilot participants were older 

than the target participants in the main study, their feedback was helpful in anticipating 

potential issues with data collection.  

Participants revealed two technical issues with the measurement tool. First, one 

participant found a problem with the playback when no measures were selected, but the 

play button was pressed. I was able to adjust the program to ensure that the play button 

became active only when one or more measures were selected. A second participant was 

able to complete the pilot, but the data on synchronous versus turn-taking time were 

inaccurate. I was able to resolve this issue by adjusting the threshold for activating the 

microphone. In subsequent pilot trials I double-checked these data against the audio 

recording and found them to be accurate.    

Participants in the pilot study completed a single test melody successfully but in 

notably wide-ranging times. One participant accurately performed the melody in less than 

two minutes, while others used more than ten minutes. Based on these results I simplified 

the melodies in the main study to ensure participants could complete all three melodies in 
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less than ten minutes, capping the total data collection time at 30 minutes. Despite this, 

several participants in the main study were unable to complete some or all of the 

melodies; 18 attempts from six participants were excluded from the main data analysis.   

Data Collection 

Each participant met with me for one period of data collection in a quiet, private 

teaching studio or office. I wore a mask throughout the data collection and followed all 

COVID-19 protocols required by the participating community music organizations or 

schools. Participants brought their own instrument or used a provided piano or keyboard. 

After participants unpacked and were comfortably seated, I read the researcher data 

collections script (see Appendix B) which included a short demonstration of the playback 

interface including how to select measures, listen to the selected measures, move on to 

the next melody, and adjust the volume of the playback. Participants were free to ask 

questions and practice with the interface prior to beginning the first melody. Participants 

practiced each of these functions using a sample melody to ensure they had a complete 

understanding of the interface.  

The playback interface was presented on a 13-inch laptop screen and connected to 

a wireless mouse and wireless headphones. I provided both over-ear and in-ear 

headphones allowing participants to choose the most comfortable option, but all 

participants chose to use over-ear headphones. Between participant sessions, I disinfected 

headphones, mouse, and other surfaces. The built-in microphone on the laptop served as 

both the monitoring and recording microphone. I also placed a digital audio recorder in 

the room to capture a backup recording. Once participants gave verbal confirmation that 
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they were comfortable using the interface, I left the room and allowed them to begin 

learning the first melody.  

Total learning time for each melody was measured from the first time a 

participant pressed play until they played the melody correctly and moved on to the next 

melody. After participants felt they had correctly performed a melody, they were 

prompted to move to the next melody until they had learned all three melodies at which 

point the data collection was complete. I confirmed that both the data files and the audio 

recordings were saved using each participant’s number before releasing the participant. 

The interface automatically generated two data files for each participant. The first 

included a second-by-second report showing when the participant was listening to the 

recording, and when the participant activated the microphone by playing their instrument. 

The second file listed the beginning, ending, and length of each learning phrase as well as 

time stamp for each time they hit “Play.” 

 

Variables and Analysis 

I chose an explorative design for this study that emphasized descriptive data with 

some limited inferential analysis. Because I wanted to observe authentic learning 

interactions, I designed this study to allow participants to interact with a visual playback 

interface based on their own self-guided learning habits. I chose this design because (a) 

learning from recordings without a teacher present is naturally a self-guided learning 

experience free from prescribed action (Volioti & Williamon, 2020), and (b) data from a 

playback interface afforded the efficient collection of multiple quantitative variables that 

served as a proxy for participants’ learning preferences. Data collected for each of the 

variables in this study via the playback interface formed the basis of both a descriptive 
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analysis of trends in self-guided learning and an inferential analysis of how these trends 

correlated with total learning efficiency.    

I chose total learning efficiency as the single outcome variable for the inferential 

analysis. Learning efficiency was reported as “Total Time” for each melody, or the total 

amount of time from the first time a participant pressed play, until they pressed “Next 

Melody.” I reported total time for each melody in seconds both as descriptive data and as 

the outcome variable for a correlation analysis. I chose three groups of independent 

variables based on theoretical concepts from the literature: learning chunk length (Norris 

et al, 2020); and learning chunk order (Wong et al., 2021); and synchronous versus turn-

taking (Schiavio et al., 2020). 

Given the exploratory nature of this study and the unique data collection tool, the 

primary analysis used to answer research questions one, two, and three, was descriptive. 

Based on these results, I answered question four with a correlation analysis. To address 

research question one, the learning chunk length variable, I designed the interface to 

record data on the chunks of the melody participants selected, included the measures 

selected, the time at which they were selected, and a total number of chunks. Because the 

interface allowed participants to start and stop only between measures, the starting and 

stopping variable ranged from one to eight. Learning chunk length was reported as the 

mean of all learning chunks within a single melody. Figure 2.3 shows example data from 

one participant’s use of the interface while learning each melody.  

Charts like Figure 2.3 were essential in analyzing and understanding the data 

collected in this study; thus, I will clarify the interpretation of this type of chart. Each 

large column represents one of the three melodies. The numbers at the top represent the 
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order in which a participant learned each melody, not the actual melody which differed 

due to counter balancing. The actual melody (A, B, or C) for each is included in the 

individual participant data in Appendix G. The horizontal bars (purple in this example) 

represent each melodic chunk a participant selected and heard. The numbers along the x-

axis show the starting and stopping points of each chunk in one-measure increments. 

Time is marked in seconds along the y-axis showing what time a participant started each 

chunk. In this example, participant one began learning the first melody by listening to the 

entire melody, measures one to eight. Several seconds later, they selected and listened to 

just measures one and two. Shortly after that they selected and listened to measures three 

and four, three times in a row. Individual charts for all 29 participants can be found in 

Appendix G. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Example of Learning Chunks for Three Melodies. 
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Based on the starting and stopping point of each learning chunk I was able to 

address research question three regarding learning chunk order. Initially I planned to 

analyze these data with a formula that was meant to represent how often a participant 

chose to move on to a new part of the melody. This approach to understanding these data 

was derived from a misconception that the best way to interpret these data would be in 

terms of block versus interleaving approaches. As I began analyzing the data, it became 

evident that all participants were using a systematic approach (block learning) rather than 

a random and interleaving approach. Instead of reporting the initial ratio between block 

and interleaving chunks, I sought out an alternative means for analyzing participant 

chunk order data. Because each interaction with a melody resulted in a unique 

combination of learning chunks, I chose to analyze this variable based on visual trends in 

charts like Figure 2.2. For example, this participant seemed to change their approach in 

the second melody opting for shorter chunks farther apart in time.  After reviewing each 

chart, I categorized them into three general approaches. See the results section for a 

description of these approach categories.  

Participants decided for themselves when they had learned each melody before 

moving on to the next. I did not score or analyze these recordings but rather used them 

only to ensure participants had successfully learned the melodies. Because participants’ 

perceptions of correctly learning each melody could differ, I listened to each recording to 

verify that they had successfully learned each melody. In some instances, a participant 

continued to practice a melody after having correctly played it. In these cases, I adjusted 

the total learning time to reflect the first time they successfully completed the melody and 

did not use subsequent data. In other cases, a participant was unable to learn the entire 
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melody in a reasonable amount of time. For these participants, I stopped them after ten 

minutes and asked them to move on to the next melody to prevent the total data collection 

time from exceeding 30 minutes. Data from these cases were not used in the main 

analysis. 

To answer the second research question, I used stopping and starting data such as 

those presented in Figure 2.2. Data used to create Figure 2.2 are taken from participant 1, 

showing a total of 43 chunks in the first melody with a mean chunk length of 4.51. Figure 

2.3 shows a histogram for the chunk length chosen during this learning session. Data 

across participants were combined to show general preferences in chunk length as well as 

starting and stopping location. 
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                              Frequency of Chunk Length for Participant One 

 

Figure 2.3. Frequency of Chunk Length for Participant One. Participant one showed a 

preference for one-measure and eight-measure chunks and less frequently choose other 

lengths. 

 

 While Figure 2.2 shows a somewhat systematic movement through the melody in 

two-measure chunks followed by a return to the whole melody, these trends were difficult 

to quantify. To answer the third research question regarding chunk order, I relied on 

visual recognition of patterns and provided a qualitative description of emerging learning 

strategies.   

To address research question three, the relationship between synchronous versus 

turn-taking learning, the playback interface recorded participants’ time spent listening 

without playing, playing alone, and playing with the recording, calculating a percentage 
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of total learning time for each action. The playback interface automatically recorded a 

chronological stream of data from both the target melody track and the learner’s 

microphone. During the directions and example melody, I monitored a noise gate on the 

participant’s microphone to ensure this stream of data accurately showed only when they 

were playing. These two streams of data provided four possible learning actions for each 

second of the interaction: listening-only, playing and listening, playing-only, or silent. A 

listening and playing percentage represented a participant’s preference for synchronous 

learning, while listening-only and playing-only combined percentages represented a 

participant’s preference for turn-taking learning.  

To answer the final research question regarding how each of the learning 

constructs contributed to total efficiency, I ran a series of Spearman Rank Order 

correlations between the outcome variable “Total time” and each individual predictor 

variable for each construct. For the synchronous versus turn-taking construct, predictor 

variables included listening only (%), playing only (%), and listening and playing (%). 

For the chunking construct, the predictor variables included total chunks and mean chunk 

length. Results of these correlations were used to determine the efficacy of different 

learning strategies. Chapter 3 reports a descriptive and inferential analysis of data related 

to each research question. Based on these analyses Chapter 4 presents implications for 

learners and teachers as well as suggestions for further research.       
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CHAPTER 3. RESULTS 

Twenty-nine participants completed the research task resulting in 87 individual 

attempts at learning single melodies. In 69 of these attempts, participants successfully 

performed the entire target melody within the allotted time of ten minutes. Participants 

who were unable to complete a melody within ten minutes or who chose to move on 

before completing the melody were excluded resulting in 17 incomplete attempts; one 

attempt was excluded due to a headphone malfunction. The data from these 18 attempts 

were set aside and not included in the primary data analysis. See Appendix G for 

individual excluded attempts. 

Individual attempts for each participant could be averaged together to give a 

representation of their overall approach to the learning task. However, some participants 

made significant changes in their approach between melodies. Participant eight, for 

example, spent five minutes and 26 seconds learning melody B, and seven minutes and 

38 seconds learning melody A, but only two minutes and 43 seconds learning melody C. 

This participant also showed a notable change in the way they chose to order their 

learning chunks between each attempt. Due to such differences in approach between 

attempts, I chose to analyze individual attempts rather than averaging all three attempts 

within each participant before comparing among participants.   

Differences in Melodies and Order Effect 

I designed each melody in this study to be equally difficult and counterbalanced 

the order to reduce any practice effect. A two-way ANOVA of total time for melody and 

order showed no significant difference between total time and order (F [2,54] = .037, p = 
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.964), melody (F [2,54] = .143, p = .867), or order and melody (F [4,54] = .772, p = 

.548).  

Outcome Variable - Total Learning Time 

The primary outcome variable for this study was the total time each participant 

took to learn individual melodies measured from the time a participant first started 

listening to a melody to the time they clicked “Next Melody.” Total learning time for 

successful attempts (n = 69) ranged from 20 seconds to nine minutes and 15 seconds with 

a mean of four minutes and 46.25 seconds and standard deviation of one minute and 

58.90 seconds. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of total learning time. A Shapiro-Wilk 

test for normality showed that total learning time was normally distributed (W = .99, p = 

.698).  

 

Figure 3.1. Distribution of Total Time for Individual Attempts. 
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Chunking Variables 

Within each melodic learning attempt I recorded the total number of learning 

chunks chosen by each participant. Total number of chunks ranged from one to 42 with a 

mean of 16.68 chunks and a standard deviation of 9.25. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution 

of mean chunk length. A Shapiro-Wilk test for normality showed that the distribution of 

total chunks was not normally distributed (W = .95, p = .011).  

Figure 3.2. Distribution of Total Chunks Per Individual Attempt. 

 

To answer research question one regarding the length of chunks chosen by 

participants, I recorded the length of each chunk (n = 1592) within a range of one to eight 

measures. Figure 3.3 shows the total frequency of chunk lengths before being averaged 
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within each participant. Participants most frequently chose two-measure chunks followed 

by four-, one-, and eight-measure chunks.  

 

Figure 3.3. Frequency of All Chunk Lengths. 

 

Within each melodic attempt, I averaged the length of participants’ learning 

chunks. Mean chunk length for successful attempts ranged from 2.14 to eight measures 

with a mean of 4.17 measures and a standard deviation of 1.31 measures. Figure 3.4 

shows the distribution of mean chunk length with individual attempts. A Shapiro-Wilk 

test for normality showed that mean chunk length was not normally distributed (W = .91, 

p = <.001). 
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Figure 3.4. Distribution of Mean Chunk Length Per Individual Attempt.  

 

 

Order of Chunks 

Research question three asked about participants’ preference for the order of 

chunks. To answer this question, I collected stopping and starting points for each chunk 

(n = 1592). Participants chose to start individual learning chunks at the beginning of 

measure one considerably more often than any other starting point, 55% of the time. 

Figure 3.5 shows the frequency of chunk starting points across all participants.  
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Figure 3.5. Frequency of Individual Chunk Starting Points. 

 

Participants’ choice of ending point varied more than starting point; they chose to 

end individual learning chunks at the end of measure four 23.4 % of the time and at the 

end of measure eight 29.3% of the time. Figure 3.6 shows the frequency of chunk ending 

points across all participants. 
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Figure 3.6. Distribution of Individual Chunk Stopping Points. 

 

While each participant chose unique combinations of starting and stopping points 

throughout each learning attempt, some common patterns emerged from these data. 

Participants were most likely to start by listening to the entire melody; 73.9% of all first 

chunks were eight measures in length. Participants also often returned to a full eight-

measure chunk at the end of each melody. After the first chunk participants chose varying 

lengths and starting points, but generally moved from the beginning toward the end of the 

melody. By overlaying all these attempts, this trend becomes visible. Figure 3.7 shows 

starting and stopping points for all chunks from all attempts of all participants.  
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Figure 3.7. All Chunk Starting and Stopping Points Over Time. 

 

Common Approaches to Order 

For each melodic attempt, I generated a chart showing the time, starting, and 

stopping point of each chunk. These charts helped to visually identify common 

approaches among participants. Charts along with additional descriptive information on 

each participant’s action are included in full in Appendix G.  

Three common approaches to ordering melodic chunks emerged from these 

charts. The first approach, which I termed the “From the Beginning” approach, was 

characterized by chunks that primarily start from the beginning of measure one and ended 

at increasingly later measures. Participant 7 demonstrated this approach in all three 
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melodies as shown in Figure 3.8. Participants chose this approach the least 

frequently,14.49 % of the time or in ten of the 69 attempts.  

 

Figure 3.8. Example of the “From the Beginning” Approach. 

 

A second approach, which I termed the “Half to Whole” approach, was 

characterized by chunks consisting primarily of the first four measures, the last four 

measures, or the entire eight measures. Participant 23 demonstrated this approach in all 

three melodies as shown in Figure 3.9. Participants chose this approach second most 

frequently, 28.99% or 20 of the 69 attempts.  
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Figure 3.9. Example of the “Half to Whole” Approach. 

 

A third approach, which I termed the “Bit by Bit” approach, was characterized by 

one- to three-measure chunks moving sequentially from beginning to end. Participant 22 

demonstrated this approach in all three melodies as shown in Figure 3.10. This was the 

most popular approach accounting for 56.52% of the time or 39 of the 69 attempts. 

Figure 3.11 shows the total percentage of approaches across all attempts.     
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Figure 3.10. Example of the “Bit by Bit” Approach. 

 

Figure 3.11. Learning Approaches for All Attempts. 
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To determine if a participant’s total time differed depending on their approach, I 

ran an ANOVA between the three approaches using total time as the dependent variable. 

This test showed a significant difference in total time between approaches with a large 

effect size, F(2,66) = 10.25, p < .001, η2p = .237. The LSD post hoc test revealed that the 

“Half to Whole” approach (M = 201.12, SD = 94.44) was significantly faster (p < .001) 

than the “Bit-by-Bit” approach (M = 332.15, SD = 107.86). There were no significant 

differences between the “From the Beginning” approach and either of the other two 

approaches.     

 

Learning Action Time Variables 

To answer research question three regarding the time devoted to listening and 

playing, listening only, playing only or silent, I calculated time in seconds for each action 

and then converted into percentages. Prior to each chunk, participants heard a four-beat 

count-in (two seconds in length). These two seconds were recorded as “silent” not 

“listening.” Descriptive statistics for each learning action are displayed in Table 3.1. A 

Shapiro-Wilk test for normality showed that none of the distributions of learning action 

times were normally distributed suggesting that a rank-order correlation test would be 

best used for subsequent correlation results. Figure 3.12 shows the percentage of time 

devoted to each learning action by individual attempt ordered by listening and playing 

percentage.  
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Table 3.1.  

Descriptive Statistics for Time Devoted to Learning Action  

 Mean Standard Deviation Shapiro-Wilk p-value 

Listen and Play 25.97% 17.52% .042 

Listen Only 22.38% 10.89% .063 

Play Only 22.72% 10.50% .108 

Silent*  29.19% 8.32% .688 

* Time recorded as “silent” included the four-beat (two-second) count-off before 

participants heard each melodic chunk. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Percentages of Time Devoted to Each Learning Action for Each Attempt. 

Organized by percentage of time listening and playing.  
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Correlation Results 

Research question four concerned the relationship between the total learning time 

and chunk and learning action variables. While total time was calculated to be normally 

distributed, mean chunk length and time devoted to each of the learning actions were not 

normally distributed. Due to this lack of normality, I used a Spearman Rank Order 

correlation to calculate the relationship between each of these variables. Table 3.2 shows 

the results of this test. Total time was moderately, negatively correlated to mean chunk 

length (Rho = -.51, p < .001). Figure 3.13 shows the relationship between total time and 

mean chunk length.  

 

Table 3.2.  

Spearman Rank Order Correlation Results 

  

Total 

Time 

Mean 

Length 

Lis/Play 

% 

Playing 

% 

Listening 

% 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length 

Rho -.506**         

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000         

Lis/Play % Rho -0.117 .312**       

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.337 0.009       

Playing % Rho 0.218 -.318** -.280*     

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.072 0.008 0.020     

Listening % Rho -0.052 -0.124 -.751** -0.194   

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.674 0.311 0.000 0.110   

Silent %+ Rho .398** -.391** -.576** -0.197 .395** 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.105 0.001 

** Significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

* Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
+ Time recorded as “silent” included the four-beat (two-second) count-off before 

participants heard each melodic chunk. 
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Figure 3.13. Total Learning Time for Each Melodic Attempt by Mean Chunk Length. 

 

 

Relationships between variables other than total time were not part of any 

research question but may reveal trends in how participants approached learning 

melodies. Mean chunk length was weakly, positively correlated with listening and 

playing percentage (Rho = .31, p = .009) and weakly, negatively correlated with playing 

percentage (Rho = -.32, p = .008). These results suggest that participants who chose 

longer chunk lengths were somewhat more likely to spend more time playing while 

listening and less time only playing.   

Playing while listening percentage was strongly, negatively correlated with 

listening percentage (Rho = -.75, p < .001). Figure 3.14 illustrates the relationship 

between these two variables. This result was not surprising given that both variables were 
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percentages of the same whole and thus as one increased, the other was likely to 

decrease. 

 

Figure 3.14. Percentage Listening by Percentage Listening and Playing. 

Years of Study 

Participants reported the number of years they had been playing their instrument 

ranging from three to eleven years. A Pearson correlation showed a negative relationship 

between years of study and total time (r = -.49, p = .01) and year of study and total 

chunks (r = -.54, p = .007) suggesting that participants who had studied their instruments 

longer learned faster and used fewer chunks. Year of study was positively correlated to 

mean chunks length (r = .43, p = .035) suggesting that participants with more experience 

on their instrument chose longer chunks on average. In contrast, age was not significantly 

correlated to total time, total chunks, or mean chunk length. 
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Excluded Cases 

Eighteen attempts were excluded from the main data analysis. In eight of these 

attempts, participants were unable to learn the entire melody in less than ten minutes at 

which point I asked them to move on to the next melody. In another eight attempts 

participants chose to move on to the next melody before they had completely learned the 

melody. Based on my interactions with these participants, it seemed that they chose to 

move on out of frustration knowing they had not played the melody correctly rather than 

based on a misperception of their own performance. One participant may have 

misunderstood the directions and only played each melody once. In one attempt the 

interface malfunctioned and did not record any data, and in one attempt the headphones 

malfunctioned, preventing the participant from clearly hearing the melody. See Appendix 

H for a complete list of excluded attempts.  
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate how high schoolers aurally learn 

unfamiliar melodies and to identify trends that contribute to efficient learning. The design 

of the study allowed each student to work independently and use their preferred approach 

to learn each melody. I collected data on three learning construct variables that showed 

participants’ preference for learning chunk length, learning chunk order, and synchronous 

versus turn taking. Each construct revealed trends among participants and may contribute 

to a better understanding of the process of learning by ear.  

Learning Chunk Length 

Overall, participants most frequently chose chunks of two or four measures 

followed by one and eight measures; other length chunks were the least common (see 

Figure 3.3). Each measure included two, three, or four notes and, at the playback tempo 

used in this study (120 BPM), lasted two seconds. Thus, participants most frequently 

chose chunks that were four seconds in length and included four to eight notes, withing 

the range of previously estimated capacities of the phonemic loop ranges, 0.5 to five 

seconds (Godøy, 2010). Participants may have found this chunk size to be an accessible 

amount of melodic information when breaking down an eight-measure melody. Even if 

they were unable to encode the entire two measures, it seems unlikely that it is enough to 

trigger retroactive interference (Karpinski, 2000), allowing students to repeat a two-

measure chunk until they had completely encoded it. The next most common lengths, 

four or eight measures, are logical extensions of combining two-measure chunk groups. 

The low frequency of six-measure chunks may suggest that participants organized the 
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melody into two parts, learned each part in two- or four-measure segments and then 

combined each half into the whole.       

Participants who learned the melodies the fastest tended to focus on larger 

chunks. I propose two explanations for this correlation. One explanation may be that 

learners who focus on larger chunks of a melody simply have a larger capacity for 

retaining melodic ideas in the phonemic loop part of their working memory. This higher 

capacity may allow them to create an aural image of a larger portion of the melody before 

attempting to translate the image into motor production. Students who focused on shorter 

chunks of a melody may simply have had a smaller capacity in their phonemic loop. 

Their choice of shorter chunks, thus, may have been a logical approach that reflects a 

self-awareness of their own limits. If so, it is unlikely that these slower participants would 

have benefited from focusing on larger chunks. For example, when listening to the entire 

melody, a student with a smaller working memory capacity would likely experience 

retroactive interference in the latter half of the melody as new material interfered with 

their ability to create an accurate aural image of the earlier material. Such an explanation 

suggests a view of the phonemic loop as having a discreet limit of either individual notes 

or time unrelated to melodic structure. Under this assumption, results from this study fit 

with the varied length of previously reported phonemic loops from around seven notes 

(Pembrook, 1986) to as many as 15 notes (Long, 1977) or 0.5 to five seconds (Godøy, 

2010). 

A second explanation, in my opinion more likely, is that participants who focused 

on larger chunks and learned melodies faster conceptualized the melody as a series of 

related parts, rather than 20 to 22 individual notes. By listening to larger portions of the 
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melody, these students were able to make connections that simplified the encoding of the 

melody. Participants, for example, may have consciously or unconsciously organized 

notes into groups based on harmonic function, rhythmic repetitions, or melodic 

sequences. If so, this would align with previous findings that demonstrate the benefit of 

using harmonic function to learn single line melodies (Woody, 2019). Such a view of the 

phonemic loops may be more consistent with Miller’s (1956) magic number seven. 

Participants in this study may all have a similar working memory capacity of seven plus 

or minus two pieces of information, the difference between faster and slower learners 

being that faster learners were able to consolidate several notes into a single chunk, while 

slower learners heard each note as a single piece of information. Such a view aligns with 

elements of a Music Learning Theory (Gordon, 2012) approach that might focuses on 

teaching short melodic and rhythmic patterns as a means to develop an aural 

understanding rather than rote memorization. 

Learning Chunk Order 

Participants all began by learning the first measure of each melody and generally 

moved linearly through the rest, sometimes reviewing previous portions. Beyond this 

general trend, participants tended to choose one of three approaches to ordering their 

melodic chunks, “Bit by Bit,” “Half to Whole,” or “From the Beginning.” Participants 

who chose the “Half to Whole” approach significantly outperformed those who chose the 

“Bit by Bit” approach but had no advantage over those who chose the “From the 

Beginning” approach. These findings match the negative correlation between mean 

chunk length and total time suggesting that focusing on larger chunks corresponded to 

faster learning. Participants who used the “Half to Whole” approach may have also 
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benefited from the alignment of the phrases of the melody. Each melody featured a four-

measure antecedent phrase left unresolved, followed by a consequent phrase ending on a 

tonic function. By focusing on chunks that corresponded with the phrasing of the melody, 

participants using the “Half to Whole” approach may have created a more robust aural 

image than those listening to smaller chunks that did not align with the four-measure 

musical phrases.      

Repeatedly starting from measure one while systematically adding measures, the 

“From the Beginning” approach seems to have no advantage over either of the other 

approaches. One explanation for this may be that this approach involved repeating 

portions of the melody already learned, giving the learner no advantage in learning new 

melodic material, but also not creating a distraction from the new material. 

Participants made their own choice about which parts of the melody to learn and 

in what order, overwhelmingly moving systematically from the beginning to the end. 

Such an approach is an example of block learning in which participants repeat one 

section until they have learned it and then moved on to the next. Despite previous 

research supporting random order learning (Wong, Chen, & Lim, 2021), no participants 

chose a random approach or one that did not move from beginning to end. This lack of 

examples of this approach in the current study made it impossible to draw any conclusion 

about the efficacy of one approach over the other. A blocking, systematic approach may 

be more appropriate when learning a melody, as in the current study, as opposed to a 

series of melodic intervals, as in the Wong, Chen, and Lim (2021) study. Participants in 

the current study were working toward playing each target melody from beginning to 

end, effectively prescribing familiar order of the parts of the melody whereas participants 
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in the Wong, Chen, and Lim study were tested with an unfamiliar, random order of 

melodic intervals.  

Individual Changes in Approach 

Some participants used a consistent approach in all three melodies, but others 

made notable changes in one or two of the melodies. These changes in approach almost 

always occurred while learning the second melody (regardless of which melody was in 

this order) with a return to the original approach for the third melody. Participant one (see 

Figure 4.1) chose learning chunks in the first melody that averaged 4.51 measures and 

they were unable to complete the melody within ten minutes. In their second melody, 

participant one chose learning chucks that averaged 2.54 measures and completed the 

melody in only four minutes and 31 seconds. This change seemed to contradict the trend 

of larger chunks corresponding to faster learning times but there was also another 

important difference in approach. Participant one was one of the only participants to sing 

while learning, and the only one to employ solfege. As participant one learned the second 

melody (melody B), they spent less time listening and playing and more time singing in 

response to short melodic chunks. It is impossible to draw any conclusions based on a 

single participant, but further research on the use of singing with or without solfege while 

learning by ear may provide insight into this approach.   
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Figure 4.1 Chunking Data from Participant One. This participant changed their 

approach in the second melody (melody B) and learned it faster. 

 

Participant 18 (see Figure 4.2) demonstrated a nearly inverse change in approach. 

In melodies one and three, this participant chose chunks averaging four or more measures 

and completed the melodies in less than three minutes and 20 seconds. By contrast, in the 

second melody (melody B) they chose chunks that averaged 2.76 measures and took five 

minutes and 24 seconds to complete the melody, more than twice the time used on 

melody one. This change in approach mirrors the broader finding suggesting that 

focusing on larger chunks corresponds to faster learning times. 
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Figure 4.2 Chunking Data from Participant 18. This participant changed their approach in 

the second melody but learned it more slowly. 

 

Participant 8 (see Figure 4.3) also chose a notably different approach for the 

second melody (melody C). This participant used a “Bit-by-Bit” approach when learning 

the first melody taking five minutes and 26 seconds and a “From-the-Beginning” 

approach in the third melody taking seven minutes and 38 seconds. In the second melody 

they used one of the clearest examples of the “Half-to-Whole” approach taking only two 

minutes and 43 seconds, less than half the time on the other melodies. Participant 9 (see 

Figure 4.4) showed a nearly identical change in approach also favoring the “Half-to-

Whole” approach in the second melody (melody A) and required only about half the time 

to completely learn that melody.  
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Figure 4.3 Chunking Data from Participant Eight. This participant changed their 

approach in the second melody (melody C) and learned faster. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Chunking Data from Participant Nine. This participant changed their approach 

in the second melody (melody A) and learned faster. 
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One explanation for these changes in approach and total learning time might be 

the practice effect, in which a participant improved simply because they have had 

multiple attempts at a similar task. But if this were the case, we would expect these 

participants to improve even more on the final melody, which did not happen. Perhaps 

the second melody in these cases fell into an optimal time frame in which participants 

had learned and benefitted from their experience with the first melody but had not yet 

reached the limits of their attention or some other factor.    

Synchronous and Turn-Taking Approaches 

Participants were free to use a synchronous approach, playing along with the 

recorded melody, or a turn-taking approach, listening and playing in response to the 

recording. In almost all cases, participants used some combination of these two 

approaches with varying success. Correlation results showed that a participant’s 

preference for one approach or the other was not associated with learning time. These 

results align with previous studies, such as Schiavio, Stupacher, Parncutt and Timmers 

(2020), where participants learned equally well in synchronous or turn-taking conditions 

prescribed by the researchers. While correlation results from this study do not show a 

relationship between a participant’s preference for synchronous or turn-taking approaches 

and their total learning time, I did observe a significant negative relationship between 

time devoted to listening-only and listening-and-playing, suggesting that some 

participants showed strong preferences for one approach or the other.  

In the context of Woody’s (2019) playing-by-ear model, participants’ choice to 

use both synchronous and turn-taking may be explained by the need to both create a goal 

image and compare through self-monitoring. During goal imaging, a learner may 
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prioritize turn-taking as they focus on listening and memorizing parts of the melody. As a 

learner becomes more confident, they may then move to synchronous playing as a way of 

self-monitoring in immediate comparison to the recording. When learning from a 

recording, learners have the option to compare their performance either to their internal 

aural image or to the external recording. By playing along with the recording, learners 

may be reducing the chances of false encoding described by Sloboda (2005), Pembrook 

(1986) and Buonviri (2015). Further analysis of when participants used either 

synchronous or turn-taking approaches during either goal imaging or self-monitoring may 

lead to a more detailed understanding of these learning mechanisms. 

As I listened to participant recordings during the data analysis phase of this study, 

I noticed at least two types of synchronous learning. Some participants played slightly 

behind the recording, hitting or missing each note just a few milliseconds late, usually 

earlier in the learning phase of each melody. At other times, usually later in the learning 

phase, some participants played more precisely, landing on each note exactly with the 

recording. The learning interface monitoring microphone registered both of these 

approaches as synchronous and thus the analysis for this study makes no distinction 

between these two versions of synchronous playing. At the extreme of the synchronous-

but-delayed approach was participant 26. This participant listened only once to each 

recording playing each note in perfect echo before the next note began. More research 

into the degrees of synchronous playing will be needed to understand the implications of 

these varying approaches to learning by ear. Future studies might analyze synchronous 

and turn-taking approaches on a spectrum rather than dichotomy.       
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Implications for Teaching and Learning 

Both students and teachers might use the results of this study to inform their own 

learning and teaching. When attempting to aurally learn an unfamiliar melody students 

should avoid focusing on individual notes and instead listen to larger chunks. In this 

study, chunks of around four measures or 10 to 12 notes seemed to provide important 

context that shorter chunks miss while staying within the general limits of the phonemic 

loop or working memory. As learners work on a melody, they might use both 

synchronous and turn-taking approaches, at times self-monitoring against their own aural 

image and at times against the recording.      

This study did not attempt to answer the question of how to improve ear playing 

ability, but some participants did benefit from changing their approach between melodies 

by focusing on larger chunks. Based on these results, future studies might explore the 

potential benefits of prescribing particular approaches such as listening to longer chunks 

or using a standardized approach to ordering chunks.     

Regardless of age, students with more experience (years of study) learned faster 

and used longer chunks. This trend emphasizes Gordon’s (2012) differentiation between 

chronological and musical age. If teachers aim to group students by ability, grouping by 

grade level (an approximation of age) may not be the best method. When teachers do 

group by grade level, they should expect to have a variety of ear-playing ability within a 

class.  

Perhaps the most important lesson to be taken from this study is simply that 

collecting data on students helps to better understand their individual differences and 

learning preferences. While these were not my students, I felt that as I collected and 
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analyzed these data I was getting to know each one along with their learning habits, 

approaches, and preferences. Imagine for a moment that these 29 students were in 

ensembles with me as their teacher. The data collected in this study would provide 

invaluable information that might guide my pedagogical decisions as a director. I would 

know that my students prefer to get a sense of a whole melody before breaking it down 

into parts and might thus allow students to listen or read through an entire piece or 

section before tackling challenging measures. I would know that certain students may 

need melodies to be broken down into smaller chunks when learning aurally, but also that 

pushing students to focus on larger chunks may help them learn faster. I would know that 

some students are more likely to give up on a challenging task if they perceive it not to 

have immediate value, while others will work until they are asked to move on regardless 

of the challenge or perceived value of the task. I could divide the ensembles into groups 

of similar ability regardless of chronological age or pair the fastest learners with the 

slowest to encourage peer teaching. Each data point for each student provides insight into 

how to best teach the whole group.  

Final Thoughts 

This study was, to my knowledge, the first of its kind to collect and analyze data 

on students’ use of a playback interface when learning melodies by ear. Results revealed 

students’ preferences and approaches and the efficacy of both. As teachers continue to 

adapt to the increasing availability and use of recorded music in and out of the classroom, 

they might apply these findings in adapting their instruction to meet the needs of their 

students. Even with the continued use of standard notation in many music programs, both 

teachers and students might benefit from reflecting on the use of recordings alongside 
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musical scores. Understanding how students organize and learn from aural, visual, or 

combined sources should continue to guide teachers’ pedagogical choices and 

expectations.  

As interactive learning tools become more common, teachers should use the data 

they generate to better understand their students and maximize their teaching. 

Contemporary music learning tools like SmartMusicTM or Sight-Reading FactoryTM allow 

students to independently learn from notation analogous to the learning tool used in this 

study. Currently these tools do not collect granular data on students’ sequencing or use of 

the tool, instead providing a single overall score for a student’s attempt at performing a 

giving melody. Program designers and teachers might benefit from collecting additional 

data on students’ use of the learning tool, similar to the data collected in this study. With 

a clearer understanding of how individual students use a learning tool, teachers can better 

understand students’ individual preferences for learning and provide suggestions for 

efficient practice strategies.     
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APPENDICES 

A.  RECRUITING EMAIL 

 
Dear community music school,  

  

I am a Ph.D. student and instructor at the Boyer College of Music at Temple University. I will be 

conducting a research study this winter on how students learn by ear, and you are invited to 

participate! This study will help us better understand the process of learning by ear and may 

provide insight into your own practice methods. Your participation is voluntary, confidential and 

will have no impact on your enrollment or assessment as a student at this community music 

school. 
  

If you choose to participate, you will meet with me before or after your lesson or ensemble one 

time for about 15-30 minutes at the school. During this time, you will be asked to practice, then 

play three short melodies by ear. This research has been approved by the Temple Research 

Institutional Review Board and is unlikely to include any risk to participants. Even if you agree to 

participate, you may choose to withdraw at any point without consequence. Individual results of 

the study will be shared with you and may help you better understand your own practice habits. 

Collective results will help music teachers better plan their instruction and respond to students’ 

individual needs.   

  

If you are interested in participating, please respond to this email and I will be in contact with you 

shortly.  

  

Thank you,  

  

Peter Oswald  
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B.  RESEARCHER’S DATA COLLECTION SCRIPT 

 

The following will be read to each participant before they begin.  

 

Thank you for participating in this study. Your participation will help musicians and 

music teachers better understand how instrumental students practice and learn from 

recordings.  

 

Please find a place to sit where you can comfortably play your instrument and can easily 

reach the mouse. You can choose what type of headphones are most comfortable (show 

both types of headphones). You can control the headphone volume at any time with the 

F11 or F12 keys on the keyboard (demonstrate).  

 

Today I will be asking you to do your best to learn three short melodies on your 

instrument. You can listen to each melody as many times as you like starting at any place 

within the melody. You can play along with the melodies or just listen. To select the part 

of the melody you would like to hear, click and drag in the black box on the screen. 

(demonstrate). Once you have selected one or more measures press “Play” to hear that 

part of the melody. You will always hear four clicks before the melody starts. Once you 

press “Play” it will play the entire selection, so be sure to only select what you want to 

hear. There is no way to pause. Once you feel that you have learned the whole melody, 

please play it through one final time either with or without the recording. Please do your 

best to learn each melody quickly while still learning it accurately. After each melody, 

press “Next Melody” to move on. When the box reads “Done” you should come and get 

me. I will be in the hall the entire time if you have any issues or questions.  

 

All three melodies are eight measures long and start and end on middle C (D for string 

players, the C below middle C for low range instruments). 

 

Can you show me how you play middle C (or alternative starting note)? 

 

Can you show me how you would listen to the entire example melody?   

 

Can you show me how you would listen to only part of the example melody? 

 

Do you have any questions?  

 

You can begin after I have left the room. Thank you! 
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C.  MELODIES 
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D.  TEMPLE UNIVERSITY INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL 
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E.  INFORMED YOUTH ASSENT 

Informed Youth Assent 

Title of research: High Schoolers’ 

Approaches to Learning Melodies by Ear 

 

 

 

Investigator and Department: 

Principal Investigator:  

Nathan Buonviri, PhD 

Associate Professor of Music Education 

Center for the Performing and Cinematic Arts 

Boyer College of Music and Dance, Temple University 

2001 N. 13th Street 

Philadelphia, PA  19122 

buonviri@temple.edu 

 

Secondary Investigator:  

Peter Oswald 

Ph.D. Candidate  

Boyer College of Music and Dance, Temple University 

2001 N. 13th Street 

Philadelphia, PA  19122 

Peter.Oswald@Temple.edu  

609-256-1931 

 

This study involves research. This is a research study that will be looking at students’ 

approaches to learning melodies by ear. Specifically, the study focuses on how students 

choose to learn a new melody in a self-guided practice session. 

Why am I being invited to take part in this research? 

We invite you to take part in a research study because you are a student enrolled in 

instrumental lessons or ensembles with at least two years of experience. 

mailto:buonviri@temple.edu
mailto:buonviri@temple.edu
mailto:Peter.Oswald@Temple.edu
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What should I know about this research? 

• Someone will explain this research to you. 

• Whether or not you take part is up to you. 

• You can choose not to take part. 

• You can agree to take part and later change your mind. 

• Your decision will not be held against you. 

• You can ask all the questions you want before you decide. 

Who can I talk to about this research? 

If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt you, contact 

the research team at 609-256-1931 or by e-mailing: Peter.Oswald@Temple.edu 

This research has been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board. You 

may talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or e-mail them at: irb@temple.edu for any of the 

following: 

• Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research 

team. 

• You cannot reach the research team. 

• You want to talk to someone besides the research team. 

• You have questions about your rights as a research subject. 

• You want to get information or provide input about this research. 

Why is this research being done? 

The purpose of this research is to investigate how high schoolers aurally learn unfamiliar 

melodies and to identify trends that contribute to efficient learning. 

How long will I be in this research?  

The estimated duration of your participation is one 30-minute session between December 

2021 and February 2022. Participating in this study is not considered part of your 

enrollment or participation at Settlement Music School or Temple Music Prep.  

 

What happens if I agree to be in this research? 

 

http://Peter.Oswald@temple.edu/
http://irb@temple.edu/
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The researchers will ask you to learn and practice three short melodies on your primary 

instrument. This data collection will take place at Settlement Music School or Temple 

Music Prep and will be scheduled at a time that is convenient for you.  

 

You will not be identified by name or by the name of your school in any documents 

related to this research study. When discussing your responses in the research report, 

researchers will use a made up name. 

The researchers will also ask your parents or guardian for their permission for you to 

participate in this study. Please talk this over with them before you decide whether or 

not to participate. If you have any questions at any time, please ask us. You can contact 

us by phone or by e-mail. 

If you check “yes” it means that you have decided to participate and have read 

everything that is on this form. You and your parents will be given a copy of this form 

to keep. 

______ Yes, I would like to participate in the study. 

 

______ No, I do not want to participate in the study. 

 

Audiotaping: The researchers are asking for your permission to audiotape your practice 

session. Your real name will not be associated with the recordings because they will be 

assigned a pseudonym (an alias or fictitious name). Your pseudonym will be labeled on 

the audio file. The audio files will be kept on a password protected computer and deleted 

within six years.  

 

______ Yes, I will allow my practice session to be audiotaped. 

 

______ No, I do not want to be audiotaped. (Because audio data is the primary data 

source in this study, choosing this option means you will not be able to participate in the 

study) 
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F.  PARENT/GUARDIAN INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

 

 

Title of research: High Schoolers’ 

Approaches to Learning Melodies by Ear 

 

 

 

Investigator and Department: 

Principal Investigator:  

Nathan Buonviri, PhD 

Associate Professor of Music Education 

Boyer College of Music and Dance, Temple University 

2001 N. 13th Street 

Philadelphia, PA  19122 

buonviri@temple.edu 

 

Secondary Investigator:  

Peter Oswald 

Ph.D. Candidate  

Boyer College of Music and Dance, Temple University 

2001 N. 13th Street 

Philadelphia, PA  19122 

Peter.Oswald@Temple.edu  

609-256-1931 

 

This study involves research. This is a research study that will be looking at music 

students’ approaches to learning melodies by ear. Specifically, the study focuses on how 

students choose to learn a new melody in a self-guided practice session.  

Why is my child being invited to take part in this research? 

We invite your child to take part in a research study because they are a student enrolled in 

instrumental lessons or ensembles with at least two years of experience. 

 

mailto:buonviri@temple.edu
mailto:buonviri@temple.edu
mailto:Peter.Oswald@Temple.edu
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What you should know about this research study: 

● Someone will explain this research study to you. 

● Your child volunteers to be in a research study. 

● Whether your child takes part is up to you. 

● You can choose not to have your child take part in the research study. 

● Your child can agree to take part now and later change her mind. 

● Whatever you decide, it will not be held against you or your child. 

● Feel free to ask all the questions you want before and after you decide. 

● By signing this consent form, you are not waiving any of the legal rights that you 

otherwise would have as a participant in a research study. 

Who can I talk to about this research? 

If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt your child, 

contact the research team at 609-256-1931 or by e-mailing: Peter.Oswald@Temple.edu 

This research has been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board. You 

may talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or e-mail them at: irb@temple.edu for any of the 

following: 

• Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research 

team. 

• You cannot reach the research team. 

• You want to talk to someone besides the research team. 

• You have questions about your child’s rights as a research subject. 

• You want to get information or provide input about this research. 

 

Why is this research being done? 

The purpose of this research is to investigate how high schoolers aurally learn unfamiliar 

melodies and to identify trends that contribute to efficient learning. 

How long will your child be in this research? What happens if I agree let 

to my child be in this research? 

 

The estimated duration of your child’s participation is one 15-30-minute session between 

December 2021 and March 2022. Participating in this study is not considered part of your 

enrollment or participation their school and will not affect their grade and enrollment 

status.  

http://Peter.Oswald@temple.edu/
http://irb@temple.edu/
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What happens if I agree to be in this research? 

 

The researchers will ask your child to learn and practice three short melodies on their 

primary instrument. This data collection will take place at during normal school hours 

within the school campus.  

The reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts are minimal. The benefit you will obtain 

from the research is knowing that you have contributed to the understanding of this topic. 

The alternative to participating is not to participate. Your child’s participation will remain 

confidential. Your child will not be identified by name or by the name of your school in 

any documents related to this research study. When discussing data related to your child 

the research report, we will use a pseudonym. 

 

Audiotaping: The researchers are asking for your permission to audiotape your child’s 

practice session. Your child’s real name will not be associated with the recordings 

because they will be assigned a pseudonym (an alias or fictitious name). Your child’s 

pseudonym will be labeled on the audio file. The audio files will be kept on a password 

protected computer and deleted within six years.  

 

______ Yes, I will allow my child’s practice session to be audiotaped. 

 

______ No, I do not want my child to be audiotaped. (Because audio data is the primary 

data source in this study, choosing this option means your child will not be able to 

participate in the study.) 

Confidentiality: To the extent allowed by law, we limit the viewing of your personal 

information to people who have to review it. We cannot promise complete secrecy. The 

IRB, Temple University, and its affiliates, and other representatives of these 

organizations may inspect and copy your basic personal information. 
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G.  INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT DATA 

Participant: 1  Age: 16  Instrument: Bassoon Years of Study: 3  

 

Melody

/Order 
A/1(Excluded) B/2 C/3(Excluded) 

Total 

Time 

 Unable to complete in 

less than 10 minutes 

451s Unable to complete in 

less than 10 minutes 

 

   

Total 

Chunks 

43 26 53 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length 

4.51 2.54 3.51 
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Participant: 2  Age:14   Instrument: Oboe Years of Study: 3  

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 (Exluded) C/2 (Excluded) A/3 (Excluded) 

Total 

Time 

 Unable to complete in 

less than 10 minutes 

Unable to complete in 

less than 10 minutes 

Missing data 

 

  
 

Missing data 

Total 

Chunks 

37 36 Missing data 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length 

2.19 2.94 Missing data 
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Participant: 3  Age: 17  Instrument: Trombone Years of Study: 9  

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 A/2 B/3 

Total 

Time 

246s 281s 294s 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

13 13 16 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

4.08 5.00 4.31 
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Participant: 4  Age: 13  Instrument: Piano Years of Study: 6  

 

Melody

/Order 

A/1 C/2 B/3 

Total 

Time 

227s 274s 333s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

8 11 15 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

4.13 5.10 4.13 
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Participant: 5  Age: 15  Instrument: Violin  Years of Study: 10  

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 A/2 C/3 

Total 

Time 

144s 194s 240s 

 

 
  

 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

6 9 11 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

6.20 6.00 7.63 
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Participant: 6  Age: 16  Instrument: Cello  Years of Study: 5  

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 (Excluded) A/2 (Excluded) C/3 (Excluded) 

Total 

Time 

Moved on without 

completing the melody 

Moved on without 

completing the melody 

Moved on without 

completing the melody 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Total 

Chunks 

21 5 2 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

2.52 8 8 
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Participant: 7  Age: 17  Instrument: Violin  Years of Study: 7  

 

Melody

/Order 

A/1 B/2 C/3 

Total 

Time 

138s 130s 133s 

 

 
  

 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

6 6 7 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

5.00 5.67 4.57 
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Participant: 8  Age: 12  Instrument: Piano  Years of Study: 5  

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 C/2 A/3 

Total 

Time 

326s 163s 458s 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Total 

Chunks 

17 7 25 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

4.05 4.57 4.48 
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Participant: 9  Age: 13  Instrument: Piano  Years of Study: 7   

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 A/2 B/4 

Total 

Time 

260s 138s 285s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

17 8 18 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.52 4.63 3.56 
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Participant: 10  Age: 14   Instrument: Violin  Years of Study: 6  

 

Melody

/Order 

A/1 C/2 B/3 

Total 

Time 

266s 320s 199s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

18 22 14 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.28 3.45 3.56 
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Participant: 11  Age:17  Instrument: Trumpet  Years of Study: 5   

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 A/2 C/3 

Total 

Time 

501s 555s 372s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

35 34 23 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.20 4.03 4.30 
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Participant: 12  Age: 15  Instrument: Violin   Years of Study: 7  

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 C/2 A/3 

Total 

Time 

400s 401s 373s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

29 27 19 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.31 3.19 2.36 
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Participant: 13  Age: 13  Instrument: Violin Years of Study: 7   

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 (Excluded) A/2 (Excluded) B/3 (Excluded) 

Total 

Time 

Moved on without 

completing the melody 

Moved on without 

completing the melody 

Moved on without 

completing the melody 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

6 3 5 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.67 8.00 6.80 
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Participant: 14  Age: Piano   Instrument: 12  Years of Study:7   

 

Melody

/Order 

A/1 B/2 C/3 

Total 

Time 

326s 349s 304s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

14 14 18 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

4.57 4.36 4.78 
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Participant: 15  Age: 13  Instrument: Cello   Years of Study: 5  

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 (Excluded) B/2 (Excluded) A/3 (Excluded) 

Total 

Time 

Did not complete Did not complete Did not complete 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

26 16 8 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

2.07 1.50 1 
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Participant: 16  Age: 12  Instrument: Cello Years of Study: 5  

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 A/2 C/3 

Total 

Time 

457s 371s 387s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

32 20 22 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

2.84 3.45 2.90 
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Participant: 17  Age: 14  Instrument: Piano  Years of Study: 8  

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 A/2 B/3 

Total 

Time 

210s 262s 191s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

9 9 9 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

2.89 3.22 3.33 
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Participant: 18  Age:16  Instrument: Trumpet  Years of Study: 11   

 

Melody

/Order 

A/1 B/2 C/3 

Total 

Time 

146s 324s 186s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

7 17 10 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

4.71 2.76 4.00 
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Participant: 19      Age: 17  Instrument: Tenor Saxophone  Years of Study: 5.5   

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 C/2 A/3 

Total 

Time 

218s 312s 256s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

15 27 19 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

5.33 4.11 5.47 
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Participant: 20  Age:17   Instrument: Piano Years of Study: 7   

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 C/2 A/3 

Total 

Time 

163s 149s 101s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

10 9 7 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.40 3.56 4.57 
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Participant: 21  Age:18  Instrument: Piano Years of Study: 5  

 

Melody

/Order 

A/1 B/2 C/3 

Total 

Time 

291s 249s 211 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

18 20 10 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

2.83 2.30 4.10 
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Participant: 22  Age: 18 Instrument: Alto Saxophone Years of Study: 7  

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 C/2 A/3 

Total 

Time 

395s 352s 301s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

41 37 32 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

2.41 2.34 2.21 
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Participant: 23  Age: 16  Instrument: Piano  Years of Study: 10   

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 B/2 A/3 

Total 

Time 

264s 243s 263s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

14 12 16 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.93 5.00 4.25 
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Participant: 24  Age: 16  Instrument: Clarinet Years of Study: 6   

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 A/2 B/3 

Total 

Time 

498s Headphone Malfunction 

(450s) 

331s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

42 30 26 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

2.14 3.13 4.81 
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Participant: 25  Age: 18  Instrument: Flute Years of Study: 6   

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 (Excluded) B/2 (Excluded) C/3 (Excluded) 

Total 

Time 

Unable to complete in 

less than 10 minutes 

Unable to complete in 

less than 10 minutes 

Unable to complete in 

less than 10 minutes 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

31 26 33 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

2.16 2.04 3.06 
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Participant: 26  Age: 19 Instrument: Piano  Years of Study: 11  

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 A/2 B/3 

Total 

Time 

31s 20s 33s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

1 1 1 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

8.00 8.00 8.00 
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Participant: 27  Age: 18 Instrument: Piano Years of Study: 5  

 

Melody

/Order 

C/1 B/2 A/3 

Total 

Time 

353s 260s 342s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

19 13 18 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.74 4.85 4.78 
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Participant: 28  Age: 15  Instrument: Violin  Years of Study: 12   

 

Melody

/Order 

B/1 A/2 C/3 

Total 

Time 

499s 329s 339s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

19 15 15 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

4.37 4.53 4.37 
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Participant: 29  Age: 18 Instrument: Oboe   Years of Study: 6  

 

Melody

/Order 

A/1 C/2 B/3 

Total 

Time 

461s 357s 506s 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Total 

Chunks 

19 16 22 

Mean 

Chunk 

Length  

3.68 3.50 3.36 
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APPENDIX H 

 

EXCLUDED CASES 

Participant  Melody  Order  Reason of Excluding  

1 A 1 Unable to complete in less than 10 minutes 

1 C 3 Unable to complete in less than 10 minutes 

2 B 1 Unable to complete in less than 10 minutes 

2 C 2 Unable to complete in less than 10 minutes 

2 A 3 Missing Data 

6 B 1 Moved on without completing melody 

6 A 2 Moved on without completing melody 

6 C 3 Moved on without completing melody 

13 C 1 Moved on without completing melody 

13 A 2 Moved on without completing melody 

13 B 3 Moved on without completing melody 

15 C 1 Unable to complete in less than 10 minutes 

15 B 2 Moved on without completing melody 

15 A 3 Moved on without completing melody 

24 A 2 Headphone Malfunction  

25 C 1 Unable to complete in less than 10 minutes 

25 B 2 Unable to complete in less than 10 minutes 

25 A 3 Unable to complete in less than 10 minutes 
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